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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
Learn how to turn data into solutions with SQL Server 2000, Visual Basic .NET, and XML. Get a fundamental grasp of SQL Server 2000 data access, data manipulation, and data definition T-SQL programming techniques, Visual Basic .NET language enhancements, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment advances, and the...

		

Foundations and Novel Approaches in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Data-mining has become a popular research topic in recent years for the treatment of the "data rich and information poor" syndrome. Currently, application oriented engineers are only concerned with their immediate problems, which results in an ad hoc method of problem solving. Researchers, on the other hand, lack an understanding of the...

		

Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...





		

ASP Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2003
ASP Made Simple provides a brief introduction to ASP for the person who favours self teaching and/or does not have expensive computing facilities to learn on. The book will demonstrate how the principles of ASP can be learned with an ordinary PC running Personal Web Server, MS Access and a general text editor like Notepad.
After working through...


		

Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise GuideCambridge University Press, 2009

	The present book, Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise Guide, provides readers with an overview of Enterprise Guide, the newest point-and-click interface from SAS. SAS Enterprise Guide is a graphical user (point-and-click) interface to the main SAS application, having relatively recently replaced the Analyst interface, which itself had replaced...


		

Advanced Microscopy in Mycology (Fungal Biology)Springer, 2015

	The aim of this volume is to describe the latest advances in microscopic methods, including integrated techniques, as applied to mycology. Each chapter will provide a brief overview of a particular microscopic method with associated advantages and limitations, the research questions that can be appropriately addressed using these microscopic...






		

American Government: Constitutional Democracy Under PressureRoutledge, 2018

	
		American Government: Constitutional Democracy Under Pressure highlights the necessary tension between our constitutional principles and institutions and the populist heat that sometimes roils our national politics, especially at the current political moment. Our constitutional democracy has been under pressure for some time,...



		

Advanced Topics in Fuzzy Graph Theory (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing (375))Springer, 2019

	
		This book builds on two recently published books by the same authors on fuzzy graph theory. Continuing in their tradition, it provides readers with an extensive set of tools for applying fuzzy mathematics and graph theory to social problems such as human trafficking and illegal immigration. Further, it especially focuses on advanced...



		

The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...






		

UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...

		

The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...

		

Graphics Tablet SolutionsPremier Press, 2001
Containing 320 pages of vivid, full-color examples, "Graphic Tablet Solutions" is the first book to address graphics tablets, bringing new freedom to its users through the book's simple format and comprehensive topics. This book teaches users to choose, install, customize and optimize the hardware for their design needs. It covers how to...
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